
OM helps Specialty Medical Providers understand and maintain

compliance with Workers’ Compensation guidelines and best

practice protocols to help Injured Employees achieve the best

outcomes possible.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION  MARKETINGOM



Whether marketing, reputation management, or educating OM`s
main objective is providing much-needed education, training, and

continuous support services. OM Physicians become experts in
Workers’ Compensation on all levels.

OBJECTIVEOM



OM offers business development and consulting services to medical Providers of

Health Services with a primary focus on the Workers’ Compensation. Since 2004,

OM has been connecting the best specialty providers with professionals in the

Workers’ Compensation and Healthcare industries, working in collaboration with its

elite providers to increase business. OM does this better than any other organization

as a result of our innovative programs and services

OVERVIEWOM



Values including honesty and integrity are the principles on which OM was founded.
OM retains a select group of professionals within the healthcare industry who are

respected forward-thinking leaders and problem-solvers in operations and business
development, as well as account managers who are highly effective within multiple

marketing milieus regarded for their professional representation and delivery of
services. OM providers no longer have the burden of time-intensive recruiting, screening

and interviewing, training and assessing, and do not have the financial burden of
payroll taxes and costly benefits, unemployment and PTO costs, reimbursement

VALUE PROPOSITION OM HEALTHCAREOM



There is significant time and expertise involved developing a comprehensive business
development plan, becoming an in-network provider recognized in the industry, and in

the steps of becoming an elite OM provider.

The breakdown of services below has proven to be effective and is a good baseline to
provide information to each potential provider as to the steps involved in developing

relationships of trust within the workers’ compensation industry.

OM and each provider work in collaboration to accomplish business development
objectives. The onboarding of each provider is seamless process but necessary to

begin the phases. The leader designated by each provider works with OM in order to
effectively expedite everything necessary to move forward toward the achievement of

provider’s objectives.

PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT &
BUSINESS SERVICESOM



PARTNER WITH OM HEALTHCARE TO TAKE

YOUR PRACTICE TO THE NEXT LEVEL

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSOM
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Task an existing Employee to

promote the practice to the

Workers’ Compensation industry,

or Hire, train and manage a new

Employee to do it, or outsource this

to a company whose sole focus is

to consult with medical practices

on growing their Workers’

Compensation revenues.

HOW CAN I

INCREASE MY

WORKERS’

COMPENSATION

REVENUES?



Referrals increase from all work done in the initial

Phase. The business will continue to develop as

Provider establishes itself with workers’

compensation professionals. This phase is

essential for the long-term success within the

workers’ compensation industry.

Phase I - Key to the Development and readiness

of becoming an OM Provider time frame can be 1

to 3 months, depending on the Provider's

readiness and other factors 

Phase II - Establishing Relationships - The

foundation is building for the practiceTime frame

is approximately 3 to 12 months of intense

business development activities

Phase III - Strengthening Relationships and

Providing Continuing Education.

Time Frame is Continuous. In this Phase,

Providers experience a steady flow of referrals

and Continuing to focus on communication and

being accessible and visible is key.

18 HOW LONG DOES IT

TAKE TO

GENERATE NEW

REFERRALS?



The Need to Partner

OM  maintains very high standards and requires

certain criteria is met and maintained with each

OM client. 

A “partnership” needs to be established as each

client holds responsibilities such as providing

access to communication with the physicians

directly, responding to our initiatives timely,

attending and participating in regularly

scheduled calls/teleconferences/meetings with

OM leaders and account managers, and

following through on agreed-upon tasks,

activities, and timelines.

This is necessary for OM to most effectively

provide the services recommended and selected

with the goal of increasing business and revenue

for the practice.

18

WHAT IS

REQUIRED

OF US?
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WHAT IS YOUR

TARGET

AUDIENCE?

Employers & Self Insured
Employers
Third Party Administrators (TPAs)
Managed Care and Case
Management Companies,
Government, Governmental
Agencies & School/Municipal
Boards.

OM can connect with

professionals from across the

Workers’ Compensation

spectrum from, claims adjusters,

case managers to risk managers

to TPAs to self-insureds and on.  

Even in a perfect world, you would find
it difficult to establish and maintain
these relationships on your own.  

OM does it all for you. Plus, as you
know, the Workers’ Compensation
system can  confusing for medical
providers.

The Insurance Industry:
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 A team of experts in network

development will work with

the Provider to review current

contracts and rates, make

recommendations for the best

contracts to ensure that you

are a member of the major

WC networks and in good

standing.

DO I NEED TO BE

IN NETWORK

WITH ALL

WORKCOMP

NETWORKS?



First, establish a baseline of your current

Workers’ Compensation revenues as a

percentage of your practice’s total

revenues.  This will help you to measure

where you are now and also use as a

baseline to compare against future growth.

 Understanding the history of workers’

compensation referrals is of significant

advantage to OM in its endeavors to

increase   PROVIDER’s   workers’  

compensation r eferrals.

Utilizing   the    Referral   Tracking   System    is   

essential . This   helps   determine   the benefit   

of   utilization   of   OM’s   services.

18

HOW CAN WE

MEASURE

GROWTH?  



 Yes.  Physician will be offered

opportunities to prepare outlines for CE

approval so physician can present to

TPAs, self-insureds, and at OM

symposiums and webinars

In adttion OM will aslo schedule CE

Dinners, luncheon, symposiums and other

educational events.

OM is registered with the State of Florida

to provide Continuing Education through

approved courses of interest to

professionals in the workers’

compensation, auto/liability, legal, and

healthcare industries. CE credits are

approved for: Workers’ Compensation

and Auto/Liability Adjuster, RN/LPN,

CCM, CLE/attorneys, Paralegals, CME.

WILL OM

SCHEDULE 

CEU'S ?



 The OM WorkComp Ready Program prepares
physicians and staff so the practice can
effectively welcome and manage Workers’
Compensation patients in need of care and
services. This program benefits patients,
employers, nurse case managers, adjusters and
TPAs, specialty physicians and staff. 

The OM WorkComp Ready Program ensures
providers are experts in managing the
necessary steps and documentation including
timeliness of patient evaluations,
documentation, orders and appropriate
processing, and the DWC25.

All clients represented by OM are required to
meet certain criteria of the OM WorkComp
Ready Program. 

Workers’ Compensation industry professionals
understand the value of ensuring smooth
handling of all involved with the care and
treatment of a patient injured at work.  

All involved want the best treatment possible for
the patient and it makes good business sense to
ensure all processes are provided effectively.   

Workers’ Compensation professionals are
assured that physicians and practices with
the OM WCRP seal provide the highest level of
care and treatment, are compliant with workers’
compensation guidelines, and all processes are
met or exceeded. 

The OM WorkComp Ready program is an OM
trademark of excellence.

18 WHAT ARE BEST

PRACTICES AND

WHY ARE THEY

IMPORTANT?



Onboarding can take at minimum 1

weeks to set up after contract signing

& first payment.  When you speak to

our  team, they will discuss

implementation timelines and

collaborate with you on the best start

date for your practice.

18

HOW

QUICKLY CAN

WE GET

STARTED?



 First payment is due at

contract signing, and

future payments are billed

recurring on a monthly

basis.

18 WHAT ARE THE

PAYMENT

TERMS &

BILLING

OPTIONS?



These days capturing the attention of

your audience is getting harder to do.

With increased competition and digital

video marketing spreading online, you

need to start standing out from the

crowd.

SO WHERE DO YOU START
WITH VIDEO MARKETING?

At OM Media we produce videos for

physicians, service, and healthcare

providers nationwide.

Video marketing is a powerfully visual

way to show what you do and

demonstrate what sets you apart from

your competition.

Priced separately

18
WHY SHOULD I BE

USING VIDEO

MARKETING

& STORYTELLING?



The price is determined on the

number of physicians, location

and specialty represented. 

For more on information on

pricing please reach out us

directly!

18

HOW MUCH

DOES 

THIS COST?
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Yes.  A monthly marketing budget is required. 

OM will request prior authorization according to
clients needs as determined in client’s best interest
to achieve increased referral and revenue
objectives. 

OM will not exceed clients monthly marketing
budget. Ensuring cost and time effective
management of client’s budget by OM is through
one of two methods:

Clients assigns a specific credit card to OM which
OM utilizes for marketing events including but not
limited to lunches, in-services, and grassroot
events. OR OM submits a separate request in
advance of each month in which services and
marketing expenditures occur.

OM will know in advance of marketing budget
expenditures and all receipts will be sent to client
by OM monthly.

DO I NEED A

SEPARATE 

MARKETING

BUDGET?



18 WHAT IS

INCULDED WITH

MY MONTHLY

PAYMENT?

Industry Audit is conducted

Review and Development of Marketing Materials, as

determined necessary

Workers’ Compensation Network Analysis

Work with physician on applications to become a provider

for networks - 

CE Certification – Physicians and/or practice professionals

require certification

Staff and Physician Training specifically in all aspects of

workers’ comp

“New OM Client” Announcement is distributed

A team of experts in healthcare and Workers’

Compensation dedicated to marketing the practice

Direct Representation at Site Visits and meetings with

employers/carriers 

Continuing Education Set- Up

Coordination of appointments and meetings including

“Meet-and-Greet”

Active participation and representation  in industry events

including galas, seminars, fund-raisers.

Continuously developing new relationships and maintaining

and strengthening established relationships

Maintain the presence of the practice in the industry 

 Quality Assurance audits by conducting visits, calls, and

sending emails to referral sources to ensure satisfaction

and to solve any issues that may arise.


